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Superpower
summit talk
scheduled

BG News/Mark Thalman

The eyes have it
Joshua Kaplan, director of the Student Health Service, is tested for
glaucoma by Tammy Rhoades. The test, which detects glaucoma by

measuring the pressure within the eye, was part of the Health Fair held
yesterday afternoon in the Lenhart Grand Ballroom.

WASHINGTON (AP) - Soviet
Foreign Minister Eduard Shevardnadze will come here at the
end of the week to discuss prospects for a superpower summit
meeting and an agreement to
ban intermediate-range nuclear
missiles, a U.S. official said yesterday.
The Soviets requested the
meeting between Shevardnadze
and Secretary of State George
Shultz, the official, who demanded anonymity, told the Associated Press.
He said he could not predict
whether a date for a visit by Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev
would be set then. But the official said, "a scenario for a
summit is developing."
Gorbachev told Shultz last
Friday in Moscow he was not
ready to fix a date for his third
round of talks with President
Reagan.
But yesterday morning in
Moscow, U.S. ambassador Jack
Matlock was called in by Shevardnadze, who told him he
wanted to fly to Washington for
talks at the end of the week, the
official said.
"They're the ones who asked," the official said. "Our
position is well-known. There is
an invitation out there."
Reagan and Gorbachev
agreed at their first meeting in
1985 in Geneva to hold back-to-

back summits in 1986 and 1987.
But instead of coming to Washington last year trie Soviet
leader met with the president in
Reykjavik, Iceland.
When Shevardnadze was here
last month for talks with Reagan
and Shultz, the two sides agreed
a third summit would be held in
the United States sometime this
fall.
Shultz went to Moscow expecting a date to be set and also to
clear remaining hurdles to a
treaty to scrap intermediaterange nuclear missiles.

He made headway with the
Soviets on the accord, but Gorbachev did not suggest a summit
date.
Shultz said Gorbachev had asked whether he could expect
some sort of agreement on
space-based defenses.
Shultz said he could provide no
guarantee.
It was not surprising that the
Soviet leader wanted to impose
restraints on the U.S. program
to develop a defense against ballistic missiles based on advanced technology and nuclear
weapons. Gorbachev has maintained that the U.S. Strategic
Defense Initiative, known popularly as "Star Wars," would
mean extending the arms race
into outer space.

Canada protests
Post
office
extends
week
Working hours now include Saturday to handle mail increase

U.S. missile tests

by Ron Fritz
editor

In addition, three student employees and one full-time staff
member will be available from
7:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. to sort incoming and campus mail.
Clemens said the volume of
mail has increased 10 to 15 percent over previous years, resulting in a back-log. He said he
knew six to seven weeks ago
something had to be done.

The University's Post Office
will be open on Saturdays to
handle an increased volume of
incoming mail, Jim Clemens,
coordinator of Postal Services,
said.
The Post Office will be open
every Saturday during the regular 33-week academic year, ex"We just weren't able to hancluding break periods. The cus- dle the increased volumes," he
tomer service windows will be said.
Xn 9 a.m. to 11 a.m. to handle On Saturday, Oct. 17, the Post
normal postal supplies and Office staff worked to see if it
services.
could lessen the load that faced

them on Monday morning, Clemens said.
"We found that when we came
in on Monday mornings, we had
to work on Saturday's mail and
also Monday's mail," he said.
"When we worked Saturday, we
didn't have the same volume on
Monday."
The new Saturday hours began Oct. 23 and Clemens said the
Post Office has been current for
the past three weeks.
"We're in good shape right
now," he said. "We're sameday, or at the very least, nextday service."
Although the Post Office is ex-

Rape banner torn down
by Cathy Hoehn
staff reporter

The ripping down of the banner proclaiming
"Every Woman Has A Story" displayed on campus last week outraged Women for Women, the
group which promoted the message.
The banner, which had been displayed in the
Union Oval in recognition of Rape Awareness
Week, was torn down last Thursday by unidentified persons.
"Whoever did it raped our message," said organization member Audra Wilson, junior journalism major.
Sandy McNabb, another member, said she believes it was done by someone who is against either
the organization or the message it has been trying
to promote. She said who did it is not relevant, only
that it was a violation of all women.
"I felt extremely violated. I can't describe how it
made me feel, besides disheartened that someone
destroyed what I live for — that it's not being taken
seriously at all," she said.
The purpose of Rape Awareness Week was to
make people more aware that rape occurs on this
campus, McNabb said.
The destroyed banner held red ribbons, each of
which represented a woman who called the
Womens's Center or the Women for Women organ-

Wednesday
□ Amnesty International leads a campaign to help prisoners in foreign countries, see story page three.
□Great Ideas is now a required class
for some majors, see story page four.
□ Bowling Green and Michigan State
are no longer the only powerhouse
hockey teams in the CCHA, see story
page five.

tending its service, it did not
expand its staff. Clemens said
he rescheduled workers four
hours less during the week to
make up for Saturday's hours.
Also, once every seven weeks, a
full-time employee will have to
work a Saturday.
"There was no additional cost
involved with the new hours,"
Clemens said. "My staff volunteered to work Saturdays in
lieu of four hours off during the
week."
To further aid the increased
work load, the Little Shop, in the
Union, now sells stamps, he
said.

TORONTO (AP) — Opposition parties, environmental groups and
peace activists protested a U.S. cruise missile test yesterday over
subarctic regions of northern Canada.
Both opposition parties, the Liberals and New Democrats, argued
in Ottawa Monday that the testing should stop since the United
States and Soviet Union reached a tentative agreement last month
on eliminating medium- and shorter-range nuclear missiles from
Europe.
But the Conservative government of Prime Minister Brian Mulroney said the tests are consistent with Canada's commitment to the
NATO alliance and would go ahead.
Canada agreed in 1983 to permit cruise tests in its vast subarctic
regions, which have terrain similar to the northern Soviet Union. At
the time, NATO was beginning to deploy ground-launched cruise
missiles and medium-range Pershing 2 ballistic missiles in Europe
to counter a buildup of Soviet SS-30s.
There have been eight previous tests in Canada, but the operation
was suspended for 12 months in 1986 after a series of failures.

Tabs kept on fee use

ization to report they had been raped. The banner
also held 10 black ribbons for every red one to represent the rapes that go unreported.
There were 34 red ribbons on the bannner by last
Thursday.
Wilson said the destruction of the banner was
especially a violation of the women represented by
the ribbons.
"It may have destroyed their ability to speak
out," she said.
Of the 34 calls received, the majority were from
women who were victims of date rape, Wilson
said.
By having the women call, the organization
hoped to convince rape victims they should not
blame themselves and they are not alone, she said.
Stephanie Lynch, another member of the organization, said she believes whoever ripped down the
sign was against specific organizations.
It's typical at this University for someone to be
against any organization which stirs suppport,"
she said.
She compared the incident with the destruction
of the shanties in the Union Oval last year, saying
both occurances exhibit the perpetrators' ignorance of issues.
"It shows more than ignorance, it shows hate,"
Lynch said.
D See Banner, page 4.

by Judy Immel
staff reporter

If students saw their money
at work, tuition increases
would be more acceptable to
them, said the undergraduate
student representative to the
Faculty Senate Budget Committee.
Cole Griffin, senior political
science major, said, r'l think
students are upset because
they feel their money is mystically disappearing into the
'black holes' of the University
and they never see it again."
Some of these "black holes"
include contingency fees, debt
services, and more office supplies and secretaries, he said.
For every full-time academic instructor at the University, there are about two
full-time support people, according to figures from the Office of Planning and Budgeting
from March 1987. Support em-

"I think students are upset
because they feel their money
is mystically disappearing
into the 'black holes' of the
University."
-Cole Griffin
ployees are those in the administration and the classified
staff, which includes clerical
workers.
Griffin, who is serving his
fourth year on the budget
committee, said another problem is the tight budget.
Citing the poor condition of
some of the residence halls and
academic buildings and low
faculty salaries in comparison
with other universities, Griffin
said the lack of money is de-

creasing both the physical and
academic qualities of the Universify.
Griffin said the main reason
for this is the Board of
Trustees' philosophy of keeping tuition increases to around
4 percent, if possible. Tuition
increased 9.99 percent for
1987-88 because of a low state
subsidy increase,
"With some exceptions, such
as this year, the Board wants
to keep tuition increases
□ See Costs, page 3

News in Brief
Hot cars can ignite leaves

Future jobs discussed

Service offering answers

To avoid an automobile fire, city residents are
advised to park their vehicles away from piled
leaves, Jack Gonyer, city fire chief, said.
Gonyer said leaves could ignite because the catalytic converter is hot after the engine is turned
off.
The fire department has not been called yet this
year to extinguish a flaming car. However, Gonyer
said he receives one or two calls a year from
someone who has parked over raked leaves on a
curb.

"Expo 1987 — A Blueprint for the Future" will
take place on campus tomorrow. Representatives
from 80 companies and other universities will attend. A career fair portion of the expo will be held
from 3:30-6:30 p.m. in the Lenhart Grand Ballroom of the University Union.
Guest speaker Robert Malone, executive director of "Automation News," will discuss the impact
of robotics on the working world and job outlooks
for the immediate future and into the 21st century.
Malone will speak In Prout Chapel at 10:30 a.m.
and again at 2:30 p.m.

Commuter and off-campus students can save a
lot of time and energy by using "The Buck Stops
Here" service of the Off-Campus Student Center.
The service answers questions about where to go
or who to see when students have questions.
For assistance, students can call 372-8015, but
the center prefers people to ask their questions in
person. If the service doesn't have an answer, it
promises to find it in 24 hours or less.
Sue Witschi, coordinator of the service, said they
will "do the legwork" because she said students
have enough to do already.

Editorial

2 October 88,1987

USG polling wise
he Undergraduate Student Government has
said something positive by saying nothing at

Stock market lunacies
By Mike Royko

all.

USG, in accordance with student opinion, voted
unanimously to remain neutral on the issue of
divestment.
By staying neutral and saying it will provide information to educate students about South Africa
and divestment, USG is asking students to make
their own choices based on the information they
receive. It is not trying to pass judgment on the students by taking a stand either way.
USG's method for coming up with this stance
should also be commended.
The resolution to stay neutral was based on a student opinion survey, polling 511 students. And 254 of
those students were '^indifferent" to the divestment
issue, and felt USG should use its energy to combat
other issues, such as tuition increases and parking.
The importance of the survey is that USG is making every effort to get student opinion before taking
any action on an issue.
Maybe the University's administration and
Board of Trustees and the BGSU Foundation should
take note of USG's actions and realize that student
opinion does matter.
The Board of Trustees may have found that the
students don't believe University President Paul
Olscamp should have received another raise, the
BGSU Foundation may have discovered what student opinion is concerning divestment and maybe,
just maybe, the administration would realize what
student concerns are by just asking the students.
USG's neutrality concerning divestment was a
wise move. But wnat was even wiser was polling
the students before coming up with that decision.
Hopefully, USG isn't the only organization to take
student opinions into account before making a decision.
It's time for the University hierarchy to notice
realize students really do have a voice and are willing to express their opinions — if asked.

I've heeded the advice of the
numerous financial experts who
say now is the time to stand on
the sidelines and do nothing.
Of course, that's what I was
doing before the recent stock
market turmoil — just standing
on the sidelines doing nothing.
That's because I recognized
long ago that I didn't have the
proper temperament to be involved in the stock market.
I have a calm, orderly, logical
nature. I like to understand what
is going on around me.
In contrast, the stock market
isn't calm, orderly or logical. As
an entity, it's a lunatic. And I try
to avoid the company of lunatics.
If that offends anyone, just
consider the key phrases in one
wire-service story describing
recent activities.

For years I've been turning on
my radio and hearing announcers say such things as: "The
stock market, reacting to rumors that a wart has been found
on the president's backside,
plunged sharply today ... The
stock market, buoyed by predictions of a sunny weekend, shot
ahead at the opening gun today
... Rumors of a hostile takeover
of Irv's Fish House sent stocks
tumbling ...
You don't see Uncle Stanley,
who owns a three-flat, putting up
a "For Sale" sign every time he
reads a gloomy headline. But all
it takes is one guy who writes an
investors' newsletter to say:
"Hmmm, I'm a little nervous
today," and a million investors
begin hyperventilating.
Sure, the economists and all
those other experts in their dark
suits and wire-rimmed glasses
say there are logical reasons for
the current madness. Then they

hrwuiillHBIIlU!!
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News conference produces no new insights
Early last week I found myself
anticipating the upcoming
£ residential news conference to
e held on Thursday, Oct. 22. As
the day drew nearer, I began to
find myself wondering more and
more what Mr. Reagan would
have to say about the many concerns facing this nation currently—things such as the economy
(considering the frenzy on Wall
Street last week), the budget deficit, and the arms reduction
talks.
As I listened to the president, I
became increasingly disappointed because what I was
hearing was the same old stuff
that I've been hearing from this
president all along. Our president seems to be stuck in one
spot in time on many issues despite the fact that the world and
time does move on.
The ecomony was the only
portion of the news conference
in which Reagan mentioned
anything new. I guess he
couldn't help it though—the
stock exchange has been in the
news a little lately.
The sounds of brokerage companies telling investors to be
very wary of any future investing, and some economists telling
of the possibilities of another
"Great Depression" in the 1990s
would set the average man to
thinking about our current state
of affairs. But Reagan, the
dream-maker and bearer of
good news that he is, assures us
that "this is purely a stock market thing" and that "there are
no signs of a recession in the future. Boy! when I heard him
say that I was really relieved
and put to ease. In hindsight, I
began to be concerned because I

remembered that this president's economic policies have
their origin on the back of a
paper napkin.
The budget deficit was another concern mentioned during
the conference. I don't know
about anyone else, but I feel pretty confident knowing that after
six years of increasing deficits,
it finally takes a virtual crash of
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done from the very beginning.
The voters of America sent the
White House a very strong message in 1986 when they gave the
control of the Senate back to the
Democrats by a very large
margin. What the voters were
telling Reagan is that they're
not extremely happy with a lot
of what they've seen and they
want a change. Keep in mind

Our president seems to be stuck in one
spot in time on many issues.
the stock market to wake our
sleeping leader up to the fact
that the deficit must be reduced.
I thought for a split second
that I might get to near something new. But silly me, I guess I
expected just a little too much
from the president. He immediately reverted back to his
habit of blaming others and
name calling. It's those dastardly deficit spending Democrats,
it's all their fault. For everyone
knows that Ronald Reagan had
nothing to do with the current
deficit — or so he'd like the
country to believe.
Reagan whined about the fact
that the Congress has not even
looked at the budgets he's submitted for the last six years.
Well, any average thinking man
or woman should be able to realize that if Congress has found
the submitted budgets so (to use
a favorite word of Reagan's) repugnant then maybe some
changes should be made and
!'ust possibly some communicaion channels should be opened
between the president and Congress. But this makes too much
sense for Reagan to figure out.
He'd rather play his childish
ries and tattle on Congress to
people of America like he's
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the failure of Judge Robert Bork
to be nominated.
That makes sense. Millions of
people grabbed their phones and
told their brokers: "Bork didn't
make it! This is more than I can
bear. Sell, sell, sell!"
A few years ago, a renowned
economist predicted coming
economic trends. He said the
most profound thing I've ever
heard from an economist. He
said: "Anything can happen,
and it probably will."
And he was absolutely right.
Anvthing could happen, and it
did. And it's still happening. And
anything might happen again.
And I'm sure It will.
So just remember his words
and you'll understand what's going on —anything can happen,
and it probably will.
Of course, the head of any
booby hutch could probably say
the same thing.
Royko is a columnist for the
Chicago Tribune.

"Frantictrading ...persistent
anxiety ... left wobbly ... seesawed ... escalating hostility ...
panicky investors ... persistent
nervousness..."
Now, I ask you, what would
you do if you happened to encounter an individual to whom
those words or phrases could be
applied: Frantic, wobbly, anxious, panicky, erratic?
You'd probably run like hell.
Or someone would throw a net
over him, take him some place
quiet, strap him down and give
him some pills.
But here we have an institution that acts like it belongs in
deep therapy, and people throw
money at it.
It didn't begin this week. It
has always acted crazy.

Reagan never changes
By James Vanzant

argue like loonies about what
the causes are.
"There is considerable anxiety about our military presence
in the Persian Gulf/' this one
expert says.
We've been messing around in
that part of the world for years.
So suddenly all this — the paper
loss of billions of dollars
because we blew up a few Iranian
ski boats and an oil rig?
"It is mounting concern about
deficits," says another expert.
That's got to be the answer.
Most people had never heard of
deficits before. They didn't
know such things existed. Deficits were like mythical creatures from Mars. Suddenly, the
dreaded deficits were here. And
all you had to do last week was
walk along America's streets
and you could hear people wailing: "The deficits are landing,
help, help."
I-'ve
ve even read that the collapse might have resulted from

that these were the same voters
that re-elected Reagan by the
second-largest landslide in
American history. This message
just didn't sink in very well and
Reagan's only recourse is to
blame others and continue to reiterate all of his old excuses for
why the budget is in the shape
that it is in.
The arms control efforts were
brought up during this conference, too. Again a lot of the same
old news; nothing new, no
blockbusting revelations. It's
always the Soviets that slow
things down by insisting that
Strategic Defense Initiative be
put on the back burner. Reagan
insists that SDI must be left
alone and the Soviets are being
unreasonable. I have realized
that the word compromise
doesn't exist as a part of Reagan's vocabulary, for if it did we
wouldn't be forced to listen to
this SAME OLD STUFF all over
again.
It seems to me that this news
conference didn't really have to
be held because nothing new
was said. It was just like all the
others and proved to be worth
just about as much — nothing.
That'll be the last time I expect
anything new from this president. I guess he's just committed to living in the past.
Vanzant is a senior restaurant/interpersonal and public
communications major from
Cleveland.

Letters
different career paths before
coming here, to bring a wellrounded background to the
workforce.

Alumna endorses
broad curriculum
The academic climate of
Bowling Green in the early seventies was one of experimentation.
I participated extensively in
theater productions during my
years at Bowling Green and
found in the curriculum an open
forum to explore my ideas.
Having come from a small midwestern town, I chose Bowling
Green because I wanted to be
exposed to people from different
places, and for my options in education to be broadened. I was
not disappointed, and found at
BGSU, freedom of expression,
and a curriculum that allowed
me to explore a number of career paths before actually
choosing one.
Today I am a department administrator for a prominent investment banking firm. Many of
the values born out of my experience at Bowling Green are still
strongly incorporated into my
work ethic. By allowing me to
"test the waters" before diving
in, I was able to find my direction without the pressure now
present in education to decide
early on a career path.
I am not afraid to be myself in
the corporate culture and in
fact, find authenticity and the
experience of having tried

SOCICDV

Mary A. (Vogel) Davar
Graduated December 1973
B.S. Major: Communications

Brown and orange
traditional, unique
The discussion about changing
Bowling Green State University's school colors is a lot of
tempest in apot of tea.
Brown and orange have been a
symbol for a tradition of excellence in the academic areas and
the sports arenas at BGSU for 73
years.
Brown and orange have made
Bowling Green unique amongst
the hundreds, perhaps
thousands, of schools and colleges who chose red and white,
blue and white or green and
white for their school colors.
But for those who clamor for
colors with spirit — how about
red and green?
HcccccccecrrnTe come the
FIGHTING - REINDEER?
I vote for brown and orange.

Hockey fans urged
to find new 'welcome'
I'd like to write an open letter
to all avid BGSU hockey fans,
especially those who sit in Section A and Section H. I recently
saw Time Out on WBGU, TV 27
and Head Coach York explained
the new rule that doesn t allow
us the opportunity to read our
BG News and chant "Who's he?
Nobody!" According to Coach
York, the vote was 8-1, by the
CCHA coaches to discontinue
the introduction of the players
before the National Anthem.
Coach York voted to retain the
introductions. I guess the other
eight coaches must feel the BG
hockey traditions are rude, dehumanizing and humiliating to
their players. The truth, I feel, is
that we fans just intimidate
them.
As one of the collegiate hockey
capitals in the United States, I
challenge Sections A and H and
all other hockey fans to come up
with a new tradition to "welcome" the visting team to our
ice areanas and even their own.
For the record, BGSU hockey
fans have great spirit and enthusiasm. Let's send a message
to all CCHA coaches and show
them their new rule can actually
backfire on them. We'll just
come up with a new tradition.

Ann Ruehl, alumna
Science Library

LesFinley
704 Jackson St.

DAVID HARRIS
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Respond
The BG News editorial
Stage is your campus
orum.
Letters to the editor
should be a 200-300 words
in length and should be
typed, double-spaced, and
signed. Please include address or OCMB number,
and phone number.
Columns may be longer,
although a length of 800-700
words is preferred. Address submissions to:
Editorial Editor
The BG News
210 Wett Hall

BLOOM COUNTY
In the absence or
(he striking union
characters. Bloom County
management officials
will be temporarily
providing the day's
unggish entertainment.

Today: Mr. Will J.
Knudson, Asst. Director
of Accounting
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by Berke Breathed
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Fraternity pays Group writes' for prisoners
extra for policy
by Gnu Co«nei
dty reporter

Sigma Nu loses liability security
by Pamela Monastra
staff reporter

Changes in the drinking age
and rising costs of liability insurance will not make the University go "dry," but some individual organizations are feeling
the effects.
Andy Slupecki, president of
Sigma Nu fraternity, said "Because of the number of lawsuits
dealing with alcohol-related incidents, our insurance company,
Lloyds of London, refuses to insure our organization."
Lloyds of London will insure
tankers going into the Pursian
Gulf at $30,000 in port and $30,000
out of port and will also insure
college athletes to protect them
if their professional career is
damaged because of an injury,
but they will not insure a fraternity for liability coverage,
Slupecki said.
Wayne Colvin, director of
Greek Life, said "There's no intent for the University to go totally 'dry.' but we can't do anything when a national policy is

enforced upon a University
chapter."
To compensate for the fraternity's loss of liability security,
the nationals of Sigma Nu are
instituting a liability coverage
policy of up to $2,000,000 for each
member, he said.
Each member must pay $27.50
per semester to their nationals
in order to obtain this coverage.
The policy allows the members to have BYO (Bring Your
Own) parties and "nappy
hours" at various bars, but the
chapter cannot purchase alcohol
with chapter funds, Slupecki
said. "There's nothing we can do
to get around this policy, not
even if we moved off campus,"hesaid.
Because of national rules and
by-laws most sororities at the
University are already either
partially or totally dry, which
means no alcohol can be purchased with chapter funds, Colvin said.
"Because of this policy, our
chapter has learned to have nonalcoholic events and still have
fun," Slupecki said.

SOCKMANS AUTOMOTIVE
432 Ridge St.
352 3607

$15.00 Towing To Our Shop
from Anywhere on B3 campus

Complete Auto Repair

Free Estimates

Students passing through the Education
Building, the MsffiScience Building or the
Union Oval will be asked to sign letters on
behalf of "prisoners of conscience," as the
University chapter of Amnesty International holds a Write-A-Thon 11 a.m. to 3
Amnesty International Is a world-wide
organisation devoted to the release of
"prisoners of conscience," or persons who
are being held prisoner solely lor their beliefs, race, ethnic origin or sex, and who
have not advocated or used violence in
their straggles, Jay Rosen, senior biology
education major and chapter president,
said.
Amnesty works primarily through letter-writing
campaigns, contacting the
!>risonersrfamiltes, United States ambassadors, governments holding prisoners of
conscience and, when possible, the
prisoners themselves^he said.
The three Write-A-Thon bootiM will each
concentrate on a different campaign, Ro-

Costs.

D Continued from page 1.
at a plateau, with the logic that
this makes BG more accessible
to more students." he said.
However, Griffin said this is
not happening.
"The Board thinks that a
lower tuition will allow many
different types of students to at-

sen said. One will be a call for the release
of Alejandro Retamoao, a biology student
in Peru who was arrested on August 6,
1917, for speaking out against the government
The second win be a request for the
release of a group of prisoners of the Yugoslavian government. That country traditionally releases prisoners as part of its
Independence Day celebration.
The third will be a letter calling for the
fair treatment and impartial trial of Chadian Journalist, Saleh Gaba, who was arrested for illegal possession of firearms
and the murder of two farmers.
"Gaba has been imprisoned by the Chadian government in the past without being
charged. He is a reporter who often writes
anti-government articles for the French
news agency and for United Press International (UPI)," Rosen said. "Amnesty is
concerned with the process of his trial. Re
has not been able to see his lawyer or his
family since his arrest, and we are urging
the government to follow the United
Nations' Declaration of Human Rights
when trying the case."
The declaration states, "Everyone has

tend the University, but in fact
that is not happening. Just look
at the minority population," he
said. "The Board's philosophy is
making the University a poorer
institution because we don't
have the money to do things."
Griffin said it will be hard to
break the trend the University
has fallen into of being "middle-

A Double Feature: Both Shows
1 Low Price

THE

class." He cited Miami University of Ohio to illustrate a
"middle-class " university with
a higher cost, but a good reputation.
"Miami's marketing strategy
has worked. Our philosophy of
keeping costs lower can give us
a cut-rate reputation," he said.
"People might think if you have

the money and want a good education, go to Miami. If not, go to
BG."
Students being hard-pressed
for money is not a good enough
reason to decrease the quality of
the University, he said.
"BG's future reputation affects alums trying to find jobs as
well," he said.

THE

Attention All Organizational Presidents
You're invitea to attend the
Intra-University President's Council Meeting
October 28,1987 at 7 pm
403 Moseley Hall

FIRST NAME
IN ICE CREAM

JDESSERTS
^SANDWICHES
NOW ALSO SELLS FRESH, DELICIOUS SUBS

• Competent Repair for Your Car

For More Information Call the USG Office,,

V/I&4

the right to life, liberty, and the security of
person. No one shall be subjected to torture or cruel, inhuman punishment, or degrading
treatment or punishment." and
r
*No one shall be subject to arbitrary
arrest, detention or exile."
Although critics of Amnesty often claim
the letters have noveffect, Amy Metzger,
senior biochemestry major and club treasurer, disagrees.
"If a government gets 10,000 letters on
behalf of a certain prisoner, they have a
difficult time ignoring that (Also) countries like Turkey have trouble ignoring letters from Americans and Britains because
they are our allies and we give them aid,"
she said.
Since its founding in England in 1961
Amnesty has been involved with the
release of more than 25,000 prisoners of
conscience, and Amnesty reports that 40
percent of the prisoners they adopt are
eventually released, Metzger said.
"That 40 percent has gone up from 30
percent a few years ago. Granted it's not
100 percent, but that is what we are working toward, and people are starting to notice us," she said.

FREE DELIVERY
1448 E. WOOSTER ST.
ACROSS FROM HARSHMAN

354-1001

OUR 1987 BOWLING GREEN
DEMOCRATS

Patrick
NG
for Mayor

Thomas D.
ANDERSON
for Council-at Large

•PRINCIPAL*

igmtlng to
James P.
DAVIDSON
for Ward 1

Jeffrey J.
GORDON
for Ward 2

BOWLING GREEN
STATE UNIVERSITY!

Call days eves or weekends
TOLEDO 536-3701
BOWLING GMtN 352-6802

£ KAPLAN

siunr M iviw looonoui ami in>
DONT COMPETE WITH
A KAPLAN STUDENT-BE ONE

Carl D.
HALL
for Ward 3

Dennis
MAAS
for Ward 4

Thursday, October 29
Grand Ballroom
3:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.

THERE IS STILL TIME
TO PREPARE FOR
DEC. & JAN.
EXAMS.
CALL 536-3701 FOR
MORE DETAILS.
3550 SECOR ROAD
TOLEDO.

LISTENING BETTER. WORKING HARDER,
FOLLOWING THROUGH!
Tuesday, November 3, 1987
POLLS OPEN
6:30 a.m. - 7:30 p.m.

Vote Yes on 1
Vote Yes on 2
Bowling Green Democratic Porty A.R. Baldwin, Choirnxn
P.O Box 707
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

Phone: 352-5299

University of Akron
Bowling Green State University
CM* Western Reserve University
University of Cincinnati
Cleveland Stats University
Kent State University

Miami University
Ohio State University
Ohio University
University of Toledo
Wright State University

■

m
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Great Ideas set

by Amy Burkett
staff reporter

course took three years to develop and is currently in its second year of existence."

Great Ideas — we all wish we
could have more of them.
A new addition to the College
of Arts and Sciences core may
not help generate new great
ideas, but will examine past
ones.
Great Ideas, Arts & Sciences
200, will fulfill an arts and humanities requirement. It is not
required for all students in the
college of Arts and Sciences, but
is required of all journalism and
English majors.
Thomas Klein, professor of
English and fundamental organizer of the course, said the

to fill A&S core
requirements

I

r ' >odiond moll
cinema

The course is designed to
study major intellectual revolutions which have shaped
Western culture.
"We want people to reflect on
where we have come from,"
Klein said. "Great Ideas is a response to cultural illiteracy that
we see today. Without cultural
literacy, we have no basis for
morality."

well as the content of the course,
Klein added.
"The teachers we chose are
strongly humanistic, successful
ones who have worked out kinks.
They are well-read and people
who have an enlarged frame of
reference," he said. "Teachers
are also acquainted with philosophy, history and political
documents."
People need a sense of human
history and need to appreciate
the power of the individual to
change history, Klein said.

The teachers are graduate
students, faculty and lecturers
and two faculty training programs stress methodology as

"By using science, faith and
reason you can intelligently
make the world a better place,
he said.

The shanties were built
by the Progressive Student
Organization to protest
apartheid in South Africa.
"I guess we should say
thanks to whoever did it
(tore down the banner) for
proving what we've been
saving all along," Lynch
Wilson said people excuse acts of violence by
rationalizing that the perpetrator was "just drunk."

ED MILLER...
dedicated to serving all
residents of Bowling Green!

BOWLING
GREEN

ELECT

Phone No.
354-0558

"AlULen.

PG-13

FATAL
ATTRACTION

Banner
D Continued from page 1.

MAYOR

Baby Boom

Paid lor by Committee to elect Ed Miller Mayor, Bob
Latta Treas. 519 Normandle, Bowling Green, Ohio 43402.
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WHY SHOULD BGSU STUDENTS VOTE PEARL FOR COUNCIL-AT-LARGE? I am Interested In the well being of Bowling Green students as well as that of the townspeople.
I • I am a 1986 graduate of BGSU with a B.S. in Social Work
I represented the Commuter Center on the 1985 BGSU
Advisory Committee on General Fee Allocation
My daughter, Robin, received her BSBA from BGSU in
1986
My Daughter, Rana, is currently a freshman at BGSU
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presents

TWO OUTSTANDING COMMITT€€S !

THE BEST CHOICE FOR
COUNCIL-AT-LARGE

PEARL

WOTSCHAK
•\<tfno* Id -X' Vi ;- COffM v *■*' *V*< ttotscna* Count*-At-Large. Virginia Randal. Traa . 9 Valey View Dr . B G , OH

CAMPUS FILMS :

MJNKOUAS« :
* Jennifer Sorrell
* Carlo Sue UJeiUs
* Lynn Zweidinger
* Kathu Veselu
* Deborah Miler
* Christine Murray
* Kathy Dow
* Amy Vereen

* Jill flcker
* Lori Carpenter
* Angela Farrington
* Amy Fingernuth
* Tim Martin
* Brian Mass
* Steve Masuga
* Donna Sige
* Scott Sittler
DIA€CTOR - Leah

*
*
*
•
*

Mo/la Sendee
Karen Szlempc
Morcy Obertn
Kendra UJeaver
Lynett Ann Kern

rjjandhin
for

DIA€CTOA
Karen
"?"
Dummermuth

In the Black" Herner

Costume Accessories
Tirjhts
l| Leotards
\» Fishnet stockings

Now thru Sat

25%

off a

^Jne f-^owaer / uff

Anniversary Sale
Misses Skirts
Sole 14.99
Misses Sweaters
Sole 14.99
Women's Chenile Robes
Sale 17.99
Plaid Night Shirts
Solo 9.99
35% off selected Bras
Junior Cardigan fleece Sweaters
10.99
Junior Tapered fleece Pants
10.99
Junior Flannel Shirts
Sale 12.99
Junior Skirts
Special Buy 14.99
Misses Blouses, Vests or Pants
Special Buy 9.99 each
35%-30% off Women's Belts
Citation Jewelry Closeout
Vinyl Totes
Canvas Handbags
Scarves

525 Ridge St., B.G.

^\1

Young Mens Tops

Special Buy 14.99

Sport Coats

Special Buy 49.99
Sale 13.30

The JCPenney Styling
SALON

Mens Sweaters r»g. 26.00

Sale 13.99

AT WOODLAND MALL

Mens Jackets r«g. 50.00

Sale 29.99

Mens Shirts rmg. to 20.00

Sale 14.99

Mens Rugby Shirts
40%-60% off
Sale 4.99 Mens Dress Shirts
4.99
Special Buy 4.99 Mens Sport Shirts

- Shoes -

Sale 3.99
Sale 13.99
Sale 6.99

Special Buy 6.99

- For the Home -

Selected Reeboks for the family
reg. 36.99-45.99 Sale 29.99-39.99 Bath Towels
Special Buy 2.99
Mens Casual Shoes
24.99
Irregular Sheets Sets
9.99 to 19.99
Mens 6" work Boot
Sale 19.99
Special Buyl 5.99
Mens 8" work Boot
Sale 22.99 Bed Pillows
Mens Garage Oxfords

EXCLUSIVELY
FOR YOU!!

Oxford Dress Shirts

Mens Flannel Shirts rug. 7.99

Sale 19.99 Blankets

JCPenney
BOWLING GREEN

352-6225

Special Buyl 12.99

PROUDLY WELCOMES:
STUDENTS, FACULTY & STAFF
OF
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

SHOW YOUR B.G.S.U. I.D.
& RECEIVE

$ 2 OO OFF Full Service
Haircut
$5 .OO OFF Any Color or
Permanent Wave
PLUS

FREE HAIR CONSULTATION WITH
EVERY VISIT
CALL NOW FOR YOUR
APPOINTMENT
354-0940 OR 354-1077 EXT. 205
HOURS: M-F 8:30-8:30
SAT 8:30-8:00
SUN 12:004:00

Amwioo
ICipiMli

—

NOT VALID WITH
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CCHA seeing change of guard
by Tom Skernivitz
assistant sports editor

Misery truly does love company.
Bowling Green hockey coach
Jerry York looked every bit his
team's discouraging play after
the Falcons had been defeated
by Lake Superior for the
second time in
as many
nights, last
Saturday.
BG's mentor
had little
reason to
smile as reporters began
pelting him
with questions concerning
squad's current slump.
Missing was the effervescent
attitude York usually displays
whether a winner or loser. His
New England-accented voice
was glum, although easily recognizable in the sheer silence
which filled the losing locker
room.
Time may have been turned
back an hour that night, but last
spring's Central Collegiate
Hockey Association regularseason championship suddenly
appeared farther away than
ever.
Yet, when told of a thirdperiod score concerning BG's
number one nemesis, Michigan
State, York's disposition suddenly brightened.

"You hear a final on Michigan
State and Miami?" York enthusiastically asked an unaware
Terry Flanagan. "It's 3-2
Miami, late."
The York of old was suddenly
back, if only for a minute. It was
as if someone had announced
Gary Kruzich, Todd Flichel and
Tom Pratt had been granted another year of eligibility in an attempt to rescue the Falcons
from their current defensive
woes.
Michigan State turned York's
hopes into reality by eventually
losing 4-2 in that night's game
with the lowly Redskins. MU's
rt broke an 11-game losing
ik in MSU's Munn Ice Arena
and dropped the Spartans'
CCHA record to 3-2-1.
Meanwhile, the Falcons' losses to the Lakers at BG's Ice
Arena dropped their league
mark to 1-3. After three weeks,
the brown and orange are alone
in the CCHA basement, already
five points behind the secondplace Spartans.
But BG can find solace in the
fact MSU's poor start has come
against the likes of Ohio State,
Ferris State and Miami. A quick
glance at the CCHA Coaches'
pre-season poll shows this trio
predicted to finish in the last
three slots of the league.
The poll also foresees BG and
MSU as the CCHA's two best
teams, for what now seems like
the umpteenth time in a row.
However, this may not be the
case, as Lake Superior and

Miami gave witness to last
weekend.
In first place, lies Western Michigan with a 5-1 mark. The
Broncos are giving up only three
goals a game while scoring an
average of over six. After winning the CCHA playoffs two
years ago, WMU is now going
after its first regular-season
championship since coming into
the league 12 years ago.
But the guys to watch, as the
Falcons can attest, are the
Lakers from Sault Ste. Marie,
Mich.
LSSC coach Frank Anzalone
has led his team to third-, fourthand second-place finishes in the
last three seasons. With BG and
MSU losing players Use Kruzich, Iain Duncan, Bob Essensa,
Norm Foster and Don McSween,
Anzalone sees 1987-88 as opportune as ever.
"I think that there can be a
change in the guard," Anzalone
said. "The Lakers have been in
the top four for the last few
Sears. Everybody's going to
ave their years where some of
their players are better than
others.
"But it's a young season and
EDU don't know what's going to
appen. BG is only going to get
better and the Lakers are going
to have to hope they get better so
when we meet them later,
maybe we'll be good enough to
beat them by one goal.
If the Falcons are to play
within a mere goal the nest time
the two teams meet, they will

have to improve their defense.
In five overall games, BG has allowed nearly six goals a game.
Much of the blame has been
placed on the Falcons' young
goaltenders, Paul Connell and
John Burke.
But Mike de Carle, LSSC's
leading scorer with 10 goals,
said BG's defensemen are to
blame for not supporting Connell and Burke.
"The guvs that are big are too
slow and the guys that are small
are easy to muscle outside," de
Carle said. "I don't think it's the
goaltending at all. We had a lot
of good opportunities."
York bit the bullet and admitted LSSC proved his team is not
of the same caliber as last
season's which qualified for the
NCAA tournament.
"We have to accept the fact
that they're a better team than
we are right now," York said. "I
can accept that. The challenge
for us is to just get better.
"We're certainly not going to
riic," York said. "We're going
lake some lumps. We have a
challenge in front of us."
The fans of BG and MSU may
face a bigger challenge — the
realization of the royal blue and
gold Lakers dethroning the once-proud Falcons and Spartans.
'It's going to happen," de
Carle warned. "It's taken some
time to happen, but this is our
year. We're the dark horse right
now and we're going to stay that
way."

Expos' Rodgers is
manager of year
for second and three for third.
Points were awarded on a
5-3-1 basis.
Craig, who led the Giants to
the NL West title, had six
firsts, 10 seconds and five
thirds.
Whitey Herzog, whose St.
Louis Cardinals won the NL
East and beat the Giants in
seven games in the playoffs,
was third in the balloting with
54 points. He had five firsts,
six seconds and 11 thirds.

NEW YORK (AP) - Bob
"Buck" Rodgers, who guided
the Montreal Expos to a
surprising third-place finish
in the National League East
this season, has been named
NL Manager of the Year, the
Baseball Writers Association
of America announced yesterday.
Rodgers, in his third season
as manager of the Expos,
received 92 points from a
24-man committee of the
BBWAA, easily beating San
Francisco's Roger Craig, the
runner-up with 65 points.
Rodgers, the only manager
named on all ballots, collected 13 first-place votes, eight

Davey Johnson of the New
York Mets, with three points,
and Jim Leyland of the Pittsburgh Pirates, with two, were
the only other managers to
receive votes.

8" ANNUAL
HALLOWE£N
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downtown.

SAT

CONTEST
1" PRIZE —'50
FREE
POPCORN
AND

2"PRIZE —«25
3*PRIZE -vP15

Reds release veteran Oester

CINCINNATI (AP) — The Cincinnati Reds released veteran second baseman Ron Oester, yesterday, saying they're not sure
whether he'll be able to overcome a severe knee injury.
Oester, 31, required reconstructive surgery on his left knee following a July 5 collision at second base with the New York Mets' Mookie
Wilson while trying to complete a double play. It's not known
whether he'll be ready to play next spring.
General Manager Murray Cook saia the severity of the injury
iirompted the team to decide not to pick up the option on his contract
or next year. He said Oester has been invited to the Reds' training
camp on a non-roster basis.
Oester was out of town yesterday and unavailable for comment.
Cook said he believes the second baseman will accept the non-roster
offer.
"He wants to stay here," Cook said.
Oester is a Cincinnati native who became the Reds' regular second
baseman in 1980, his first full season in the majors. He's Know for his
hustle, including head-first slides in the manner of another Cincin-

TREATS

nati baseball product, Reds Manager Pete Rose. He reportedly
made : 650,000 last season, when he hit .253 with two homers and 23
runs batted in before the injury.

100

The second baseman said last week that he won't go to spring
training without a contract, opting instead to negotiate as a free
agent with another club.
Cook said Oester could return as the club's starting second baseman next season if he's able to overcome the injury.
"If Ron Oester's ready to play and he's available, he's the second
baseman until somebody beats him out," Cook said.
The Reds have three other inf ielders on their roster who can play
second — Kurt Stillwell, Dave Conception and Jeff Treadway, who
was promoted from the minors Sept. 1 and hit .333 in 23 games.
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HEY MAC
"Elect A Mayor
Committed To
Sound Planning
And Student Safety"

PINK FLOYD PARTY CARAVAN
TUESDAY NOV. 10TH

$

39

00

Included Features:
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"^Jcr^*"

Tickets and Information Available At Finders

HOWARD'S^H
NO COVER

words
113 Railroad St.

354-3977

PATRICK NG

PATRICK NO:
•

Pronounced "Eng"

A Lfceased Professioasl Eaglaeer ud Surveyor who kaowi
hoastag, plaaalag, loalag. iiftfH sewers aad sidewalks,

•

A t ouicilm.il who led (be flghi lo eslabttsa a City HouUaK
Comnlssioa aad has fought to give ll stroager aa charity to deal
with reaters aad laadlords. SIII1IM REPRESENTATIVE BY
LAW.
• Support adoptloa of a tlroog a** I.aad Use Mailer Plaa.
•

Will vigorously ea forte hoattiakg aad loalng ordlataces lo make
•are dtlceas gel aaswers, ool proa-bet.

•

Has earned a wild repatatloa of gelllag taiagt doae inch as S.
COLLEGE DR. SIDEWALKS A MANYILLL AVE. SIDEWALKS.

•

Will wort lor orderly rtoaomlc progress for jobs aad desirable
ladustHtl devetopateai la the Cliy.

•

Opposes his oppoaeal'i plaa lo reioae cutting taduitrisl park
laad lo commercial ate oa Ike north side of Bowllag Greta.

He's Talking Solutions, Not Problems.
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Do you need a ride home
this weekend or are you
able to give someone else
a ride home?

has a full line of

COSTUMES &
ACCESSORIES

CALL
"Loved by Millions'
Wednesday - Saturday
October 28-31
-Dr*U up with

JLov0d bu ff/iffioiu

DIAL-A-RIDE
At

372-8324

for m cost urns partu ruin,

Howard's is a Designated Driver Participant

to rent or buy
for any occasion!
•
•
•
•

Masks n makeup 'n beards n wigs
Feathers 'n hats 'n stage attire
Trims 'n specialty fabrics
Animals, roaring 20's, Santas, etc.

See this wide selection at
• Perrysburg Country Charm Shop
116 W. 5. Boundary

SaturJau, OctoLr 3 til
FRIDAY: Ugly Bartender Auction
to benefit MS (10:00 p.m.)
Last week to donate
Band updates of BC 5

Hsaasal aavamsssstjai

'out lo. b. CHI** '•. Ma>
CoCKo'i • '......*.,
ih«.lo »»■*>» •i«G*vtdli
•o-ii-t 0*O*A O" «SW3

Bring in this ad for $2.00 off on Sclf-Strve Mac.
Self-Serve typewriters also available!

' Roundtrip Deluxe Transportation
• PREFERRED Group Seating
' Music Tours Escort

210 N. Main

Now you can create and print
your own documents on Kinko's own
self-serve Apple Macintosh
computer and LaserWriter printer
Come in for a test drive today!

kinko'i-

Bus Leaves at 6:00 p.m.

52

GET

DOORS

Joe Fields in
cooperation with
Belkin Productions

_■.

OCT 31

COSTUME

* Woodland Mall
Bowling Crttn
Undamradualt Slixtanl Oovrni
405 SluiMnl Soncn
Bowling Gr««n Stall* Univaility
Bowling Oman. OMo 43403
(419) 3'2 »324

CALL 874-5537
We're the professionals

Classifieds
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
"SAMS MEETING- •
First vvvnt commg-eerobic a thon'
Omcer positions now avaMMa! mtereeted-Cel
Cheryl 2-6722 OR coma to our naxt masting
OCTOBER 28-7:30 PM--BA 113
ACCOUNTING AND MIS CLUBS
HALLOWEEN COSTUME PARTY
Fun, Food, Muaic and Prizes
Thursday. October 29 7:00-9 30
BOSU tea Anna Lounga
FREE to al members Quaata naad only
pay (3 00 In Accl Offee. 332 BA

WOMEN IN COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
IWICI) MEETING!
THIS IS IT' A bualnaaa meeting wH be nek) TO
DAY. Wadnaaday, Ocl 28alBPMIn 104 BA
The maaBng w4 be brial bul Important
JoumaBam, RTVF and IPCO mayors any as
walcoma SEE VOU THERE'

LOST & FOUND
•50 REWARD for anyone returning my
typewriter mat waa lad outside HerehmonAnderson m parking lot Sunday night No dues
none aeked 2-5075

Alpha Phi Omega «■ sponsor a Wheel-A-Thon
October 29-30
Procaada will beneltt
Woodtane Schooa)
Aaaocialion tor Computing Machinery
Meeting 8 00 Wad , Ocl 28
BIS UK
Or Cheson and Or Mller w4 apeak
on B G S U Graduate Program

RIDES
RUe Headed to Pittsburgh for Hesoween
weekendl Gas Money' Please cal 372-6416

SERVICES OFFERED
ATTENTION WATER SKI CLUB
Meeting tonight m BA 104 at 8 00 Everyone
come to discuss lundralsers. regional}, parties
and to aae STIFF Bring some money
BGSU
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL
Thuredey 4:00 PM 400 Moaaley
Please Jom Us'
BYOB Meeting
Guest Speaker Attny Jerry Laa, of Reddin.
Reddin. and Lee, wil be speaking on legal
aspects of owning a buameaa Ocl 28 7 30
PM 101 BA Everyone Welcome"
Come and experience other cuttute with W.S A
during DEEPAVALI-Mlndu Festival ol Lights
Thura Ocl 29. 1987
from 2 30 4 30 PM at 411 South Hal
eiollc snacks are provided
En|oy Ann Arbor ART FESTIVAL wllh W.S.A.
Sat NOV. 7. 1987 3 6 PM
There are only 13 seats available, so hurry upsign up at 41 f South Hal, S6 per parson
FRIOAY MAGAZINE
Weekly meetings are Monday at 7 30 PM In the
Commona. 2nd floor of Weal Hal Writers
photographers and artists are needed Nonjournaksm majors are welcome to attend Cal
372-8987 or 353-2935 for more Information
Hospitably Management Society
•Picturea'Picturas"
7 30 PM tonight on University Hal Stairs-Dress
■s Semi-Protessional
HSA Presents... Rebecca Mase from the Northwest Ohio Cental for Eating Disorders Come
learn about the fatal tear Wed . Oct 28 at 8
PM si the Honors Center (Below Kreischer)
Sponsored by the Honors Student Association-•
FREE AND OPEN TO ALL
Jaycees Haunted House
Wood Co Fan grounds
Thura, Fn. Sat - Oct 29-31
7-11 pm al nights

ABORTION
Morning after treatment
Personal 6 Private
Center for Choice II
Toledo 419-256-7769
ATTN: SENIORS
Looking (or another avenue in your ob search?
LUNOY ASSOCIATES the Student placement
specialists, can help pave the way For more Information cal 353-3037, stop by 264 BA. or
attend BYOB meeting Ocl 28 at 7 30 PM m
101 BA
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•Attention Woman ol Bowing Onsen"
Al women interested In being the loundlng
mambara of a new national sorority on campus,
cal Kate Chnery at 372-3132 lor mots mtor■nation'
•Attention Elementary ft Speciel Ed Ma|ooa'
Get the Scoop
on Portfolioe and videotaping
Wadnaaoay. October 28. 1967
8 00 PM 115 Education
■Bahamas' Bahamas •Bahamas*
Interested In Sevang to the Dahsynaa tor Spring
Break? Plans lor ma year a trip are starting
now. For more information cal Kim 353-3441
•BUSINESS MARKETING MAJORS"
Students Agamet Multiple Sderoaie haa great
opportuntoea for you1 Officer poaitions now
a tea-ill1
1 -Buaineea-Merkotlng Director
2-SAMS Events Director
3-Recnltment Director
4 Education Director
Intereeted-Cel Cheryl 2-6722 or coma to our
next meeting-October 28-7 30 PM-BA 113
•HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
STUDENTSStudents against Multiple Scleroais ties great
opportunities for you1
Learn more about MS?
Help raise money lo fight MS?
And officer positions now avaaatilel
Interested Cal Cheryl 2-6722
OR come to our naxt meeting
October 28- 7 30 PM-BA 113
Ad Club
MTV
Ad Club
MTV
Ad Club
MTV

If Your Auto Insurance Premiums are too high
Cal lor tree quotes Ask for Dab-Days
288-2609, eveninga and weakenda,
2882970
PACKAGING
HAVE TO SHIP A PACKAGE?
For al your shipping needs
Federal Express "UPS
A-2 Data Carter ■ 352-5042
Pregnant? We're here to help you thru Cal First
Hope 354-HOPE for tree pregnancy testa, supportive services
TYPING SERVICES for al types ol papers using
Xerox Memorywriter 352-3987 from 8 AM to
9 PM
TYPINO? RESUMES?
Document Storage on Diskette
A-Z Data Center 352-5042
WOMEN'S CLINIC
2700 Monroe St.. Toledo Offering
gynecological services ft pregnancy termination
by licensed physician Including prenatal
obstetrics, pregnancy testing. Pap test (tor cervical cancer), VD acreenng. bath control into .
Tubal bgahon, termination of pregnancy up
through 10 weeks (special rates for students }
By appointment 1-241-2471

The irother. of Sigma Alpha Epellon congratulate Kappa Delta's Elliebeth AMI Mack
and Eminent Archon Kerlh 0. Everlas on I hair

HAPPY BRTHOAY
IMTC eMflVpSOfl
You're the Beeti'
02 Andrea Cardemone DZ
Hay Big Andrea' Jual want you to know that
your RUe loves you""
'LI Miches* R.
DZ DZ Denies iyerty DZ DZ
Something speciel happened two weeks ago.
I wart everyone to know
-You old not only become my big, there's
more
lastly you became a mend
My nappmess could never end
-On the ftghter akM-Together we wH have fun
Aa a bkj-l teem we're NO. Ill
DZ DZ Love akvaya DZ DZ
Mary
ELLEN ilTTEL
I am so happy lo have you aa my Big' We're a
super match!
LoveyaUaa
EVERY WEDNESDAY AT DOWNTOWN
MUSIC 4 LAUGHTER
WITH KENNY REEVES
NO COVER
Hey all 1M7 Rho Chl'sLets do Import Night tonight at 9 00 Hope lo
see everyone there).
I desperately need 3 PARENTS DAY TICKETS''
Cal Kate at 372-3132
IMF'OHT

NIGHT WEDNESDAYS
SATURDAYS
TOUR THE WORLD OF BEER
OVER 70 IMPORTS AT POLLYEYES
440 E COURT 362-9638

ADOPTION couple happily married 8 yrs with
much love ft security wishes to adopt white
newborn Al expenses paid, confidential, cal
cotact 914-821-1152
Advanced Job Hunters Club- Attend EXPO
1987 to tun the Advanced Job Hunters Club
requirement Sponsored by University Placement Services Thura Ocl 29. 3:30-6 30 PM
Lenhart Grand Ballroom
Alphe Delta Pi
Sisters of the Week
from lest week
Lease LeRoy and
Lisa Titterington
Attention Al Organizational Presidents
Intra-Untverslty Presidents Councl Meeting
October 28, 1987 at 7 00 PM
403 Moaaley Hal
for more Intormation cal USG office

Laundered Oxford Shirts
White ft Pink
Blue ft Yellow
30*. OFF
Powder Puff
525 Ridge

Laura Shock
You are a wonderful big' I am so lucky lo have a
sailer Ike you' Thanks a bunch for everything'
LoveyaChns
PARENT'S DAY FLOWER SALE
Show your appreciation to your parents on
Parents Day by buying them a flower The
Orientation Board invites you to check out our
selection In the Student Services forum and List
floor of Education untl November 4
Phi Delta Thela
HALLOWEEN HAPPY HOURS
4-6 al Uptown

JUMP FROM 2800 FT. ABOVE THE GROUND'
Skydiving trip Nov 1 Interested''
Cal Kendel 669-3949

PERSONALS
• Sigma Chi •

Minority Business Assoc
Presents speaker Bid Leeke from Lever
Brothers Oct 28 m BA 112 al 7 00 PM
MIS-ACCOUNTING CLUB
HALLOWEEN COSTUME PARTY
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 29
B G ICE ARENA LOUNGE 7 30 PM
ALL ARE WELCOME
Omicron Delta Kappa, a national Leadership
Honor Sooety, a now accepting applications
[ for membership Appacahona are available at
the Student Services Building m Room 405
The deadene to return completed applications ta
November 6
Membarahip is nationally
recognized as one of the highest and finest
honora a University Student can earn, so apply
now'!
PEACE EDUCATION SERIES
"The Nuclear Power-Nuclear Weapons Connection 7 30 tonight UCF Center
313 Thuratm at Ridge
SPORT MANAGEMENT CLUB
THERE WILL BE A GENERAL ASSEMBLY
MEETING WEDNESDAY, OCT 28 AT 9 00 IN
ROOM 110 OF THE BA BLDG
GET INVOLVED
W.S.A.

LOGO AND T-SHIRT DESIGN
COMPETITION
Prize tree designed arwrt
extended deadene Fri Ocl 30. 1987 by 5 00
PM Please contact Sandy al 372-4110 for
more Info
Want to be InvoNsd?
W.S.A is looking for a representative
for STUDENT LEGAL SERVICE
for more Info . contact Phi at 354-4510
WANT

TO

KNOW MOW JOB SEARCH
PROCESS
AID INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS?
come to W S A coffee houra on Mon Nov 2.
1987
2 46-3.45 PM at 411 South Hal
YOUR QUESTIONS WILL BE ANSWERED BY
8.0 SU PLACEMENT REPRESENTATIVE

To Brian.
One of the many nice Sigma Chis, have a tantastlcday'
Love,
a DZ friend'
• Delta Zeta '
•••AKS"Kelly McLeodCongratuations on 7 th yeeow!
Remember were not women, were animals:
lean, mean and on our way to GREEN'
Love-n Friendship Always.
BETH
-"ROB TAYLOR"I ONLY HAVE EYES FOR YOU
LOVE.
YOUR SECRET ADMIRER

ATTENTION ZBT'S
THE CHI-O'S WILL GAMBLE WITH YOU
ANYTIME' WE HAD A BLAST!"
ATTENTION LADIES
Classes getting boring?
Put a me excitement back In your afe-Male
Dancer For more info 354-3136
ATTN. MM HEISTER
Happy 21SI Birthday'
Enkry this day to the fullest"
Love, Jen. Missie ft Sara
AXO ERICA MYERS AXO
You're an awesome MfeGel psyched for the hunt!
AXO Love,
Your Bkg
■eenbagCongratulations on being published. Looking
forward to reading more of your literary
worts
Love, The Baby
P.S. Those rich girls are like than

••BEER UNTIL 2 30" •
BEE-M BEE-OUT CARRY-OUT
IN FRONT OF STINGRS CAFE
• ■CARRY OUT BEER UNTIL 2 30" •
AT STATE MINIMUM PRICES
BEE IN BEE-OUT CARRY-OUT
IN FRONT OF STINGERS CAFE
"DEU SANDWICHES 79"
MONFRI AFTER 10 00 PM
STINGERS CAFE
• -LARGE PIZZA $2 50 1 ITEM"
UNCOOKED-ANYTIME DAY OR NIGHT
BEE-IN BEE-OUT CARRY-OUT
* • Moneter-Gram Ada" Orders taken xi the Union foyer
Irom 10-4 PM
Detvered on campus Fn Oct 30th
Coat only S .76
•PHI KAPPA PSI•STATE MINIMUM PRIZES UNTIL 2 30"
BEE IN BEE-OUT CARRY-OUT

BGSU Mom ft Dad Sweatshirts
Jeans N Things 531 Ridge

FRIDAY. OCTOBER 30TH
Questions? Concerns?
with campus parking
Than coma meat
Jean Yamel-Mgr. Parking ft Traffic
at the Coffee Break
Thura , Oct. 29 2-3 PM
Off-Campua Student Center
RAMBODon't you wart to slay and make-out with me a
wnaa?--bul. but I have a hairy cheat" Guess
who'
Rob Upton,
Hope you have a
Picture Perfect Birthday'
Love. FMh
PS What is a camera without Its Flash?
RUSH OROUP NO. I
It's a Reunion-MARK5 6 00 TONIGHT'
Come ready lor Pizza and Brewaklaa!
-Stacey and Jenny

BOSTON CONCERT 2 tickets available
Good seat-best offer
Wed Oct 28 8 PM Centennial Hall Toledo
Cal Laura 372-1108 or 372-2671

SELF DEFENSE WORKSHOP
THE BOWLING GREEN AKS KARATE CLUB
URGES YOU TO LEARN HOW TO PROTECT
YOURSELF THURSDAY. OCT 29. 8:00 PM
IN MIDDLE EPPLER FREE OPEN TO ALL

COME TO NEW YORK' Energetic mothers
helper with good sense of humor wanted for
New York City environs 19— years, must drive,
non smoker Start in January lor a year. Experience desirable, references necessary
Wnte cal June Blanc. 1 Heights Croaa Road,
Chappagua. NY 10614 (914-236-36391

SEN SILVER AND TOOO SKIBA
CONGRATULATIONS ON RECEIVING BIG
BROTHER-LITTLE BROTHER SCHOLARSHIP
AWARD A JOB WILL DONE'
THE BROTHERS OF DELTA UPSILON

CONGRATULATIONS TO MIKE WHITAKER
AND JANNA FOSTER ON THEIR LAVAUERING NOW YOU CAN SPENO MORE TIME
TOGETHER!
THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
DO YOU NEED A RIDE SOMEWHERE THIS
WEEKEND70R CAN YOU GIVE SOMEONE
ELSE A RIDE?
CALL
USG S DIAL A HIDE
AT
372-6324

SKI VAIL - JAN 3-9
only 1289
Includes Six nights in Condo
Four day Ml ticket
Roundtnp transportation
On Location Activities
More Inlo Cal Todd 372-1849
STACEY A. STEINMAN
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
AXO LOVE, WOJO
STACEY STEINMAN
Happy 20th Birthday'
To the BIG who means more than
words can say
Get reedy to celebrate.
You, ma, and our NEW ADDITION
lo the BEST FAMILY'
Starting with shots lonrte.
"OH, HELLO" hangovers on SUNDAY nite!
So, Stac-Get reedy for the
Bronc to arrive
Put away that "NEW BIKE
TONITE we're gonna drive'
GET SKED I LUV YA, SWEETE!
Your AXO UL CINDY
SUE RAMSETH,
YOU ARE THE GREATEST BIG, DESPITE THE
FACT fT TOOK ME TWO HOURS TO FNO
YOU WE'VE GOT TONS OF FUN TIMES
AHEAD OF US!
LOVE, UL UL
The 1987 Campus Representattvee
for Budwelsar art.
Jim McGuire 364-7472
John Ctoua* 372-8188
They are a manli to help make your event a
success Cal now lor 111—

Winthrop Terrace Apts.
[Second' :STnesterTeases|
1 & 2 Bedroom Apts .- Furn. & Unfurn.
Includes: Heat, Water, Full Time Maintenance

THE BROTHERS OF DELTA UPSILON WOULD
LIKE TO RECOGNIZE CRAM SACRO FOR
RECEIVING THE CHAPTERS MOST IMPROVED GPA KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK!
THE BROTHERS OF DELTA TAU DELTA
WOULD LIKE TO THANK SEAN. JASON.
JAIME AND BRIAN ON A GREAT DATE PARTY
THIS WEEKEND.

THE ITH ANNUAL UPTOWNOOWNTOWN
HALLOWEEN BLAST, SATURDAY OCTOBER
II
COSTUME CONTEST 4 FREE T-SHIRTS
FOR THE FIRST 100 PEOPLE

UFEGUAROS
QM your summer |ob lined up eery Certified
Magusrda needed for al shitts n interested,
contact Jetystone Camp Resort. 3392 S R
82, Mantua. Oho 44255
Need hatp digging out old fence ft putting tn
new one 363-1682 after 2 00 PM
Now taking appacahona for bartenders ft
waitresses Must apply m person VIP'a 2518
S Reynolds Rd 3:00-6 00pm Mon Fi

THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
CONGRATULATE SLADE MCQUAREN ON HIS
H— TO SARAH KOESEL AT HOLY
CROSS

RESORT HOTELS, Cruiseknes. Airtnes ft
Arnuaement Parka NOW accepting appkcations
tor summer lobe. otemahipB and career positions For ailormation 4 appkcatton write National Ooeagiete Recreeton, P O Box 8074
union Heed Wand, SC 29938

THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
SUPPORT
MATT JENNrNOS
IN THE IFC PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION
MONDAY
NOVEMBER 9TH
PHI ALPHA

WANTED IMMEDIATELY
Typejt needed 9 00 AM-3 00 PM Mon-Frt
Maclntoah experience helpful but not
necessary Must be customer service oriented
person with a big smile Good pay lor the right
person Apply at Karkos 113 RaaVoed Street

THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
CONGRATULATE KEITH EVERISS ON HIS
ENGAGEMENT TO BETH ANN MACK WE
WISH YOU BOTH THE VERY BEST
PHI ALPHA

Wanted energetic tun-lovtng hrtHrtuaH who
would ska to make extra money lor college
whie having tun. Now hiring lor el positions Apply m preaon at Buttons Night Club, lust north
ol Bowing Green.on Route 25 Tuee thru Sun.
after 8 PM Flexible scheduling available, car
pools can be arranged

TOOO SKIBA
DELTA UPSILON
HIGHEST OPA
GREAT JOB"

FOR SALE

ft

JAHJMEAK '17
ADOPTION COUPLE HAPPILY MARRIED 8
YEARS WITH MUCH LOVE AND SECURITY TO
OFFER WISHESTO ADOPT WHITE
NEWBORN ALL EXPENSES PAID. CON
FIDENTIAL CALL COLLECT 914-621-1162.

Phi Alpha
The trot hers of SAE

HIRING! Government jobs - your area
S15.000-S66.000 Cal (602) 638-8886 EXT
4244

TODDLES WE LOVE YOU!
TODDLES WE LOVE YOU!
TODDLES WE LOVE YOOI
TRAVEL FIELD OPPORTUNITY
GAIN
VALUABLE MARKETING EXPERIENCE WHILE
EARNING MONEY CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVES NEEDED IMMEDIATELY FOR SPRING BREAK TRIPS TO FLORIDA • ST PADRE
ISLAND. TEXAS CALL CAMPUS MARKETING
AT 1-800-282-6221
WEDNESDAY NIGHT CLUB
MEETING 10:00 MARKS
TOPIC FREE BEER (?)
GOAL. ALL KINDS OF F
UP
MOTTO: ITS REALLY OTTA HAND
FOR MORE INFO: 1 -800-ALCOHOL
WEDNESDAYS SPAGHETTI ft GARUC BREAD
$2 25
THURSDAYS LASAGNA ft GARUC BREAD
$2 25GONLY AT POLLYEYS 440 E COURT
EAT IN OR CARRY OUT
Wendy Hotnch Congratulations on your
lavaaenng to Pi Kappa Alpha Scott Buttle I love
my Big'i
Love. Ann
WHAT CAN ONE PERSON DO?
JOIN USI
Peace Coalhon Meeting
9 PM tonight UCF Center
313 Thuratm at Ridge
TOGETHER WE CAN MAKE
A DIFFERENCE
Whet do IBM. Kodak Xerox. Proctor ft Gamble.
NCR. Johnson ft Johnson, and the FBI have in
common? They wH be at: EXPO 1967 Sponsored by University Placement Services Thurs.
Oct 29 330630 PM Lenhart Grand
Bearoom
What do IBM. Kodak. Xerox. Proctor ft Gamble.
NCR, Johnson ft Johnson and the FBI have m
oommon? They we al be at: EXPO 1967 Soon
aored by University Placement Services. Thura
Oct 29 3:30-630 PM Lenhart Grand
Bearoom

1979 OLDS Cutlass Salon 4 dr Air, cruise, NO
RUST, white, new Ursa, brakes good condition $1600 neg Eric 372 1384
1986 MERCURY CAPRI GS-3 DOOR-2 3 LOCH 4 CYL. 4 SPO. CRUISE. AC. ELECTRONIC AM-FM CASSETTE, TILT STEERING.
POWER WINDOWS AND LOCKS. WIRE
WHEEL COVERS. 48 MONTH-48K ESP EXCELLENT MILEAGE. BLACK WITH RED INTERIOR $7260 NEG LEONA 372-2387
AFTER 1 00 PM 257 2269
2 AKA Karate Uniforms Patches sown Cheep
Cel 353-4218
2 PARENT'S OAY TICKETS
GREAT SEATSI
CALL MIKE AT 172-5892
3 JOHN COUGAR MELLENCAMP TICKETS,
FOR SALE EXCELLENT SEATS FOR NOV 8
CONCERT AT CENTENNIAL HALL IN TOLEDO
CALL 372-2810 AND ASK FOR RON. GREG.
OR BRIAN TO NEGOTIATE PRCE
74 Mustang 2
Runs we* heater, defroster, good tires
$400 Cal 354-5191 (between 6 PM-10 PM)
79 White Chevy Monza New transmission
New clutch New tires AM-FM Cassette
stereo Asking $1500 but negotiable Call
372-5176
Can you buy Jeeps. Cars, 4 X 4 s Seized In
drug raids lor under $100? Cel for facts today
602-8373401 Ext 299
Cheat of drawers with large mirror 8 drawers.
good condition $150or besl otter 669-4335.
evenings only
FOR SALE
Lighl Blue Honda Accord (1982) Good
condition -new brakes, new struts, new wiring.
6 new stereo Asking $4300 (very negotiable)
Cal 353-7020 Ask for Rob
FOR SALE VCR Footbal Game $30, TV-VCR
Consoul $25 Cal Steve at 354-1764
For Sale 2 Whrteanake Tickets
Reasonable Price Cal Gary 352-2203

FOR RENT

WANTED

2 bdrm furn apt Close to campus for 1988
Spring Semester-avail mid Dec 1-267-3341

Female rmte needed for spring ft-or remaining
Fal Sem Furn E Merry apt Aval, immed I'm
commuting, cal 893-8058 after 6 PM

2 female roommates wanted to sublease E.
Marry apt. Spring Semester Rent $145 per
month. Semester Break rent tree Cal
354-7502

Female rmte needed Spring ft or Summer
Semester Large apt. Great location $105
month pus utl 354-0981
Used IBM PC computer (or clone) and or letter
guelty printer 372-7752

HELP WANTED

3 lemalea looking for 4th non-smoking roommate lor Spring Semester 6th and High For
more mlo Cal Laura (354-4135)
A TWO PERSON FURNISHED APT.
AVAILABLE FOR SUBLEASE SPRING 4 SUM
MER SEMESTERS. GOOD LOCATION. $100 A
MONTH. CALL 354-1345 AFTER 5:00 PM

ACTIVITIES DIRECTOR NEEDED
NOW INTERVIEWING lor the summer of 1968'
Need a summer |ob? Why wait til (he last
minute" Wei. then, as Yogi Beer says. "Hey.
Hey-lt'e your lucky day'"
Our campground, Yogi Bear s Jellystone Camp
Resort, la looking lor 2 creative, outgoing individuals to coordinate and direct activities lor a
ferrety camping resort LOCATION Aurora, Oreo
5 mass form Saa World of Ohio and Geeuga
Lake Park
Cosege Jr or Sr level preferrd
Experience preferred but not a must
Uvfng laclatlea provided.
II interested, send resume to Jetystone Camp
Resort. 3392 SR 82. Manlue. Ohio 44256

DEC GRADS NEED YOUR HELP APT FOR
SPRING CLOSE TO CAMPUS (2ND ST ) LOW
ELEC . NEGOTIABLE RENT. 2 BDRM NICE
BUT CHEAP!

DISPATCH TRAINEE
We wil train the right person lor a part-time
position Apply al Tn State Expedited. 27226
Grenwood R . Perrysburg. OH

To sublease 1 room ($250) or al of a large furnished 2 bdrm apt ($450) lor Spring Sam. US.
Pd 352-2429

ELECTRICIANS
APPRENTICESHIP
OPPORTUNITY
(Men 4 Woman)
The Toledo Electrical Joint Apprenticeship and
Training Committee wil be accepting appecaDone for apprenticeship from Noysmbar 30,
1M7 through December 11, 1H7. Appaca
tkane w« be »ratable at the Apprenticeship
Training Carter. 803 Lima City Road. Roaaford.
Ofao (behind Local 8) from 1:00 p.m. to 3:00
p.m , Monday through Friday. If you are al
least 18 years of age. have succeastuly com
parted one year of high school algebra or a post
high school algebra course, or GED and era in
good hearth, you quasty to apply lor said Program YOU MUST ArTLY IN PERSON.
Recruitment, selection, employment and tram
Ing of apprertlcee la done without Aacrlmlnatlon
due to race, rasglon, color, national origin or
MIL

For Sublease. 1 bdrm apt Fourth St Avail Immed Cal 364-5318
Frazee Ave. Apt. for sublease or 2 rmmatoe.
Avail. Iirunad. or Spring Som-Cell soon!
351-3120 or 1544410
Room for Rent-Avail Immediately
nelghbomood 354-1084 after 4 PM

TO SUBLEASE t FEMALE NEEDED TO
SHARE LARGE 2 BEDROOM APT WITH 3
OTHER GIRLS FOR SPRING 88 BECKY
354-3445

Two females needed to sublease Haven House
Spring Semestei Cal Tonl or Suzanne
354-3070

EXOTIC DANCERS
WANTED FOR NEW CLUB IN TOLEDO
BIG MONEY EASY HOURS
CALL (1)472-8485
HIRING' Government Uba • your area.
$ I 5.000 $68.000 CM (602) 838-8885 EXT
4244

Give a hoot.
Don't pollute.

Re-elect First Ward Councilman

JAMES P. DAVIDSON
"A Strong and Permanent Voice for All the First Ward"

$ Rent Rebates $
Office: 400 Napoleon Rd.
352-9135

Hr«: Mon-Fri 9-8
Sat & Sun 10-4

Quiet

A COUNCILMAN FROM B.G.S.U.
TO REPRESENT BGSU.
P.vd lot by l*t DavMfcon lor Counoi CtmmMM* ftotefi W*B. IiNwiti. 219 C tv-ani St. ICO

